The Hawaiian goose (8esoclzen sandvdcensis) , known locally by the Hawaiian name, Nene, has existed through more than a century of white man' s civilization.. It is now much reduced in numbers and range. Even prior to the advent of the white man, it had the smallest range of any goose, as Miller (1937: 1) points out. General statements regarding its distribution have been available for many years, but none is sufficiently detailed to satisfy the needs of the ecological investigator, who on the island of Hawaii must deal with a great diversity of climatic and vegetational conditions in adjacent areas. It is the purpose of this paper to present information on the distribution of the Nene gathered through visiting known localities of occurrence and interviewing ranchers and other outdoor observers. The laymen' s records cited are considered reasonably reliable, for distinctive markings and habits render the Nene easy to identify in the field. Enough data on distribution were obtained to permit discussion on the course of the reduction in numbers and in range.
about forty years ago near the Hopuwai Ponds. During this period the Nene range ended on the northeast flank and did not continue on around Mauna Kea to the northand northwest slopes. Mention of the Nene is absent from early accounts of the trail around these slopes.
As for the barren lava flats near the sea, it is unfortunate that we do not have the specific records upon which Henshaw' s statement is based. It has been possible at this late date to obtain only meagre information on their use by Nene. The few following records pertain to these lowlands, supporting Henshaw' s assertion. A characteristic of the changes in range and population just described is that the population continued to be spread out, but thinly, over a relatively large area. Thus, the population has undergone a much greater pioportionate reduction than has the total area1 range. 
